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Abstract: This article investigates the use of ‘tradition’ as a concept in indigenous discourses and as a label of practices within revitalisation processes, using the case of the Sámi in Sweden as an example. By approaching emic applications of the concept, the article aims at emphasising processual and consequential aspects of ‘tradition’.

This study illustrates how traditionalisation takes place through the processes of negotiation of identities, globalisation and authority, as well as through the institutionalisation of vernacular practices. It is a double-edged process, including and excluding, which is balanced with creative initiatives striving for keeping traditions alive rather than frozen in time.
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This article investigates the use of ‘tradition’ as a concept in indigenous discourses and as a label of practices, by examining the case of the Sámi in Sweden. The recurrent and abundant use of the term ‘tradition’ on Sámi websites and in documents from Sámi cultural agencies and officials has motivated this investigation along with encouragement from the strong theoretical attachment of this concept in folkloristics.

It is not my wish to contribute to the “tradition of talking about tradition” (Noyes 2009: 234). Instead, my aim is to critically analyse the implications and consequences of the use of the term and of the process of traditionalisation in the particular context of Sámi linguistic and cultural revitalisation. Through an overview of the occurrence of the word in online Sámi discourses and in published documents, I examine the labelling of certain practices as ‘traditions’ in order to problematise the implications of this process. Before addressing these issues, I contextualise contemporary Sámi initiatives in the first section of the manuscript. This is followed by a discussion of the concept in relation to folkloristics, and a discussion of methodological considerations.
As I show in this article, globalisation, institutionalisation of vernacular practices, negotiation of a contemporary Sámi identity, and related issues of authorisation play major roles in traditionalisation. It is a double-edged process, both including and excluding.

**SÁMI REVITALISATION**

The Sápmi area includes the northern parts of Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Russia. The Sámi population, estimated to be about 80,000 to 95,000 individuals, is spread across the four countries, in urban areas as well as in the traditional Sápmi area. National legislations define who a Sámi is, and this definition is based on language and self-ascription. This geographical dispersion implies disparities in minority politics. Until the Second World War, the Sámi populations in the four countries were subjected to the politics of cultural assimilation (Elenius 2006: 149–249; Lundmark 2008: 141–184). The degree and consequences of this political period for the Sámi in the four countries differed, but the stigmatisation of the Sámi identity has been a threat to the Sámi language and culture. Today the Sámi languages are endangered; some of them even close to extinction. From the mid-1900s, a more favourable ideological climate for the minorities in Europe has allowed for practical measures toward political organisation and cultural revitalisation by the Sámi.

The emergence of national symbols, such as the flag and the national song, took place in the late 1980s, and the Sámi Parliament was inaugurated in Sweden in 1993. This followed the establishment of a Sámi Parliament in Norway in 1989 and preceded the one in Finland in 1996. Although active participation in politics began long before that, the 1970s are referred to as a turning point in Sámi organisational history. The ČSV movement, named after slogans such as Čájehehkot Sámi Vuoiŋŋa! (“Show the Sámi spirit!”) or Čohkkejehket Sámiid Vuitui (“Unite the Sámi for victory”) was a new awakening and “became a rallying call for the Sámi people who had a confrontational attitude toward Norwegian society” (Bjørklund 2000: 29). Many other Sámi initiatives followed the ČSV movement as signs of efforts to define Saminess based on the group’s own premises and self-representation. There was, for instance, a “renaissance in duodji (handicrafts)”, the gákti (Sámi costume) was ‘rediscovered’ and became “a way of expressing Sámi national unity”, and place names came to “constitute the clearest expression of Saminess” (ibid.: 31–32). Such traditional aspects of the culture are essential markers of the Sámi identity (Ruong 1981).

In the contemporary context, initiatives to strengthen and promote the Sámi languages are encouraged and supported by the political climate that is signifi-
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cantly more favourable than in the 1970s. This improvement has been concretised during the last decades, for example, by the ratification of the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages as well as by the introduction of local legislation in regard to minority languages in the Nordic countries.

The current state of cultural and linguistic revitalisation (Pietikäinen 2008; Scheller & Vinka forthcoming) is central in these processes and in the analysis of the uses of the concepts of tradition and traditionalisation. As Scheller & Vinka (forthcoming) point out: “Benevolent legislation is often a prerequisite [to language revitalization], but matters of implementation are as vital.” Further, revitalisation requires changing community attitudes (Grenoble & Whaley 2006: 13), and the articulation of traditions and the definition of ‘the traditional’ are parts of these efforts for the implementation of legislation and change.

This article investigates these aspects of cultural production by examining the occurrence and use of the concept of tradition on the Sámi websites administrated by educational and cultural agencies, museums, and the Sámi media. This includes online data and documents such as cultural programmes, and official reports from Sámi organisations.

The topic of this article is one that is often covered in folklore studies, but here it specifically concerns the Sámi case. Therefore, an overview of the theoretical approaches within the field is necessary before discussing contemporary examples of traditionalisation.

THEORETICAL APPROACHES AND METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

For folklorists, a main interest in studying the concept of tradition lies in its potential for the study of the “process of cultural construction” (Glassie 1995: 398). The “traditional” is not an objective property of phenomena but an assigned meaning” (Handler & Linnekin 1984: 286). Investigation into the processes and performative aspects of assigning meaning to specific traditions give us insight into the factors and forces that interact behind cultural expressions and within cultural contexts. Taking into account social aspects when approaching Sámi traditions is, indeed, a prerequisite for understanding the manifold processes of cultural production (compare Hymes 1975: 353).

Traditions are often discussed in terms of continuity and discontinuity, but it is also important to scrutinise the stability of traditions (Noyes 2009: 239), i.e., the reason why certain practices are maintained and/or reactualised. The nature of the role that these traditions play in a culture, and the meanings assigned to them, deserve investigation.
Tradition is a powerful concept that has the ability to influence political processes. In the specific context of revitalisation of the Sámi languages and culture, the goals in minority politics and the recurrent use of references to Sámi traditions motivate further inquiry. Such inquiry must bear in mind the consequences that the labelling of practices as ‘traditional’ has had in the past. The concept of tradition is loaded with connotations because of its uses and abuses in nationalistic discourses (Christophe & Boëll & Meyran 2009; Korhonen 2008; Kvist 1992). Academic research was also influenced by the political and ideological attitude toward indigenous peoples and minorities at that time (Cocq 2013a; Deloria 1998; Smith 1999).

In addition to examining the emic uses of ‘tradition’, this article investigates the process of traditionalisation. In line with Mould (2005: 261), I approach traditionalisation as “the act of explicitly referencing some element of the past considered traditional within the community”. Traditionalisation is a self-conscious process (cf. Handler & Linnekin 1984: 287) that takes place in the community at different levels.

This view of tradition as an analytical concept stresses its power and what it can achieve in terms of defining a culture, categorising communities, or establishing common grounds and boundaries. Based on these theoretical considerations, this article seeks insight into the processes of cultural constructions in a Sámi context and into how these processes strive to generate continuity, discontinuity, and stability.

This study is the offspring of a project investigating the role of the Internet in Sámi revitalisation, which focuses on self-representation and place-making in digital environments (Cocq 2013b) and on the continuity of storytelling (Cocq 2013c). In addition to the study of Sámi websites, empirical data were collected through surveys and interviews in order to include the website users’ perspectives. The results of the survey give us an indication as to the importance placed by the users on the political aims that focus on the significance of passing on Sámi traditions to future generations. The topic of tradition came up during discussions with several consultants.

In line with recommendations in indigenous methodologies, research should focus on the interests, experiences, and goals of indigenous people themselves (Porsanger 2004: 109; Smith 1999: 39). Therefore, the importance given to the topic and how it was problematised by the consultants in this project has motivated this particular study. More specifically, several consultants identified the constraining effects of normalising discourses about what is right and correct when talking about what is traditional. For instance, a Sámi cultural worker (Consultant 3) was critical of the use of the term:
‘Tradition’ is often used in the sense of ‘the old days’ and applies to something static. For instance, the gákti (Sámi costume) can only look one single way to some people. You can’t add something to your gákti that is not ‘traditional’.5

Another consultant (Consultant 1) commented on the constant quest for tradition that one can experience: “We are bound by tradition...”. The same interviewee wished for more innovations in terms of incorporating new elements and practices into an otherwise traditional framework.

Another use of the concept of tradition is as a criterion of authenticity, and this was mentioned by several consultants. The concept is sometimes used in a similar sense with regard to language: as a way to define an ‘authentic’ language. One consultant (Consultant 3) expressed concern about the ways in which such a view of tradition could “suffocate all that is Sámi”, i.e., that such a view could have a negative impact on the dialectal variations of the Sámi languages. The wording and the framing of the concept reflect a perception of ‘tradition’ as something tangible: traditional practices are described as something that we follow – or choose not to follow – and as something that “we can lose” (Consultants 3, 4, 5).

In order to further investigate the occurrence and use of the concept of tradition in contemporary Sámi discourses, this article examines a range of examples and utterances. The main focus is on Sámi websites from Sámi media, project homepages, information centres, community museums, and initiatives that promote language acquisition. The selection of material was based on the results from the survey of the users of Sámi websites and on observations of the most cited, linked, and mentioned websites. The study of the web pages was conducted through navigation and documentation (video recording) of the websites, with specific attention paid to paths, aesthetics, and intertextuality (how the text of the website relates to other texts or websites). The source of information, the targeted audience, and the coexistence of different voices (for instance, vernacular and official), discourses (public or political), and genres (textbooks, exhibitions, performances, and discussion forums) are other aspects that have been included in the online observation conducted for this study (cf. Hine 2000; Kozinets 2011).

Examples of the emic use of the concept of tradition on Sámi-produced websites, in cultural programmes, and reports from Sámi cultural agencies and officials are discussed in the following section.
‘TRADITIONAL’ PRACTICES

The first part of this study discussed the use of the term ‘tradition’ and other terms associated with it. The co-occurrence of terms was mapped by reading the texts that had been selected by reason of the frequent use of the terms ‘tradition’ or ‘traditional’ on the web pages included in the online observation described above. The locating of the occurrences of words associated with the concept of tradition in web environments gives us an indication of the settings in which the term is given specific meaning. The terms ‘language’, ‘knowledge’, and ‘identity’ are frequently used in connection with ‘tradition’ or ‘traditional’. ‘Cultural heritage’ is another concept that commonly occurs in relation to ‘tradition’. The concept of ‘tradition’ is also often used in association with livelihoods in general, but also more specifically with reindeer herding.

The information site developed by the Sámi Parliament establishes an explicit connection between reindeer herding and tradition:

Reindeer herding is not only a way of achieving an income – it is also the bearer of a long cultural tradition and a Sámi identity. [It] is intimately connected with Sámi culture, and is a tradition that extends a very long way into the past.

Here, reference to the past, continuity, and contemporary identity signifies the traditionalisation of the practice of reindeer herding.

Tradition is frequently used in relation to abstract terms, such as traditional knowledge, values, society, culture, ways of life, customs, etc. Some more tangible topics are associated with the concept, including buildings (with reference to constructions used in nomadic times), the gákti, and duodji (handicrafts constructed according to traditional methods and patterns).

Duodji is based on the use of traditional methods, materials, and techniques. It is an interesting field of elaboration of Saminess, in which negotiation between tradition and innovation takes place. It is also a strong symbol of Sámi identity. There is an official label (see Figure 1) that functions as a certificate of authenticity for artefacts created in line with Sámi traditional methods. Duodji today illustrates how items of everyday use have become pieces of art. The náhppi, a bowl used to collect milk, is an example of how traditional knowledge and cultural affiliation are incorporated into an object. The milking of reindeer is no longer practiced; nowadays, reindeer herding is solely concerned with the production of meat. But the artefact itself is associated with knowledge specific to the community. The visualisation and presentations of artefacts online show how certain objects are highlighted. This is true not only for the náhppi, but also for items like the Sámi knife or the shamanic drum.
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In many instances, storytelling is referred to as traditional and in Swedish this is often marked by the compound word berättartradition (storytelling tradition). One example can be found on the Gulahalan website (http://www4.ur.se/gulahalan/), a site for language acquisition for the beginners of North Sámi. Gulahalan (i.e., “I make myself understood”) is produced by the Sámi Educational Centre in Jokkmokk and the Swedish Broadcasting Company, and designed as a textbook, but includes ten recorded narratives that can be used to practice listening comprehension.

The authors of the website are teachers at the Sámi Educational Centre, a community-driven school with educational programmes in language, handicrafts, and reindeer herding. The site is produced in collaboration with the Swedish National Educational Broadcasting Company that has a mandate to produce and broadcast educational programmes and bears national responsibility for providing media in minority languages. Website

Figure 1. Screenshot of http://www.sameslodstiftelsen.com, the website of the Sámi Handicraft Foundation in Sweden. The logo Sámi Duodji certifies the authenticity of artefacts produced in accordance with Sámi traditions.

Figure 2. Screenshot of the Gulahalan website (http://www4.ur.se/gulahalan/). The text in Swedish begins, “Traditional Sámi stories. The Sámi oral tradition has its roots way back in time”, and this is followed by a recording of the story that the web visitor can listen to, information about its source, and a publication from 1928 by lappologist Just Knud Quigstad (Quigstad 1928). Two of the other stories are readings from Sámi Deavsttat (Turi 1931), one of the books by the storyteller and Sámi writer Johan Turi.
visitors are primarily beginners of the Sámi language and the majority are very probably Sámi.

Another website, visitsapmi.com, mentions storytelling as something “in our genes”, suggesting that it is a natural way to convey traditional knowledge. This is a website of a tourism organisation operating in Sweden, Norway, Finland, and Russia, which is created and owned by the Swedish Reindeer Herders Association (SSR) in order to develop tourism based on ethical criteria that counter commercial exploitation. Owners of the organisation are reindeer herding communities and Sámi NGOs operating together with the South Sápmi Information Centre, Gaaltije. The SSR and Gaaltije are also the institutions that run the website. It addresses tourists and prospective tourists as well as other tourist organisations.

Food is another example of a notion that co-occurs with ‘tradition’ and ‘traditional’, i.e., it is another practice that is labelled as a tradition. There are an increasing number of projects related to cultural culinary practices, and a cooking trend can be observed in numerous television programmes. In an
international context, this can be illustrated by projects such as *Slow food*, a non-profit member-supported organisation. In a Swedish context, *Renlycka* ("reindeer luck", i.e., success in reindeer herding) is a project that encourages and promotes the production of Sámi primary products (such as reindeer meat) and emphasises the deep traditions of processing reindeer meat. All of this is described in detail on the website.

The *Renlycka* project is owned by the SSR. According to the website, the quality seal *Renlycka* "signifies that exceptional quality can only be gained through a deep-rooted knowledge of reindeer herding and a unique understanding of nature, human and culture." The website is currently run by the project owner, the SSR. It addresses not only consumers interested in reindeer meat and other food products, but also food-processing companies and people interested in slow food movements.

*Figure 4.* Screenshot of Renlycka.se, saying: “Reindeer meat from freely grazing animals, produced with a feeling for taste, quality and cultural heritage, is Renlycka. Renlycka stands for: Sami origin; credibility; care for animals and nature; pure taste experience.” Reference to tradition is stated at the beginning of the text below the picture: “The issue of quality in the reindeer meat industry is extremely important considering the nature of the product as artisanal with deep traditions and its ethnical relation to the Sámi.”
Traditional cuisine is also one of the categories in a recent competition – *Sápmi awards* – initiated by the municipality of Jokkmokk as “an investment to praise the Sámi culture and traditions that enrich the region”. The competition contributes to the traditionalisation of practices in the categories of culinary art, music, reindeer herding, and handicrafts (art and design).

Due to the lack of a specific definition for its use, the concept of tradition functions as an umbrella term for different categories of practices or artefacts. Handicraft is a practice associated with local traditions, and its status is emphasised and confirmed by the official label *Sámi duodji* by the Sámi Handicraft Foundation (Sameslöjdstiftelsen), which certifies the authenticity of artefacts created in line with Sámi traditional methods. As for storytelling, we know about its variations and can estimate how much it has changed over time (e.g., Cocq 2008; Toelken 1996). Legends and tales, as well as the art of storytelling itself as an oral practice, are inherently associated with Sámi traditions. The labelling of specific cuisine as a traditional practice is based on assumptions, and the reindeer is often associated with Sámi ethnic identity. The animal and its herding establish a link to culinary practices. However, not all Sámi are herders; actually only a minority of all the Sámi are engaged in reindeer herding today, and many Sámi communities do not live on herding. It might, therefore, be easy to associate reindeer meat with Sámi ethnicity, but this association is often more symbolic than an indication of current practice.

The ways that the concept of tradition is employed in cultural programmes, documents, and reports from Sámi cultural agencies and officials provide additional information about contemporary uses of the term in cultural and political contexts. This reading allows us to understand “the broader contexts that reveal what a particular group considers ‘traditional’” (Mould 2005: 290).

One example of such documents is the programme of activities for the winter market in Jokkmokk, a major annual event in Sápmi. Twenty to forty thousand people, both from Sápmi and from far away, gather in the small town of Jokkmokk in the north of Sweden on the first weekend of every February. The outdoor market is not only an opportunity for buying supplies and handicrafts, but also a meeting place. Cultural as well as social events take place during the week. The selection of activities that were presented in the programme for the 2012 market indicated an interest in food, storytelling, music, and handicraft, all of which were labelled as ‘traditional’. These topics appeared during each day of the seven-day calendar of activities.

In the report for its plan of activities for the year 2011, the Sámi Parliament of Sweden identified the promotion of traditional knowledge as one area of concern in the work of the parliament (Sametinget 2011: 2). “Traditional knowledge” was employed in the singular, and the report did not state what it included. In
the report on cultural policy, the parliament defined traditional knowledge in relation to a way of life “close to nature” as a marker of identity. Other markers were duodji, language, and kinship (Sametinget n.d.: 5). The definition of culture is based on UNESCO’s universal declaration on cultural diversity – a definition that includes traditions (Sametinget 2010; UNESCO 2001).

In a specific report about traditional knowledge, the parliament chose to call this form of knowledge by the North Sámi term árbediehtu (heritage knowledge). The word árbi (heritage) stresses the relation to the past and the continuity of the specific form of knowledge that is being discussed, as well as to the mode of transmission of the knowledge from generation to generation (Nordin-Jonsson 2010; Utsi 2007).

Several other projects financed by national institutions and officials are concerned with Sámi tradition(s), for instance, traditional knowledge about dancing that aims to reveal the “proof of a Sámi dancing tradition” (Stålnert 2011). The Swedish Sámi museum Ájtte has undertaken projects concerning traditional knowledge in Lapponia (financed by NAPTEK and the Sámi Parliament) and the protection of Sámi cultural heritage and cultural traditions (Ájtte 2008). Another example of a project concerned with traditional knowledge was undertaken in 2008 by the SSR called “Mapping the Sámi Cultural Landscape” (SSR n.d.).

These examples illustrate in what ways the term ‘tradition’ is employed in specific Sámi contexts and what is associated with the concept. It is, to a great extent, used in correlation to cultural aspects for the purpose of emphasising continuity. Reindeer herding, duodji, storytelling, and knowledge are all such aspects of the concept of tradition and have emerged as essential parts of the Sámi culture that has remained stable over time.

As Mould (2005: 257) emphasises, researchers need to distinguish these “conscious and explicit efforts of traditionalisation from inherent or implicit factors that feed or reinforce a tradition”. The following sections focus on these implicit factors and processes and their consequences.

TRADITIONALISATION OF PRACTICES: NEGOTIATION OF IDENTITIES AND GLOBALISATION

The urge to refer to and define traditions and traditional practices is not a new phenomenon. References to traditions can be traced in legends when explaining the origin of some practices. For instance, medical and noaidi (shamanic) knowledge, yoik (narrative Sámi singing), and skills in reindeer herding are said to have been passed on to the Sámi by the invisible beings called ulddat (e.g., Turi 2010 [1910]). This explicit linking of indigenous knowledge to ancestral
practices of supernatural origin validates current practices. The uses of, and references to, ancient practices in new settings have been studied in previous research, for example, in discussing performative arenas such as food (e.g., Pico Larsen 2011; Schram 2010), sports (e.g., Hafstein 2009), handicrafts (e.g., Hyltén-Cavallius 2007), and songs (e.g., Kuutma 2006).

In a similar vein to Bronner’s (1998, 2011) research about the rationalisation of traditions “into a coherent identity” (Bronner 1998: 1), I here attempt to scrutinise how heterogeneous Sámi traditions are organised “into a coherent identity”.

It should not be surprising to see such a use of the concept of tradition in Sámi revitalisation initiatives. In this specific context, efforts for building a sustainable future legitimate the references to something that has always existed, or that might have been erased or forgotten, but used to be part of a genuine culture. An emphasis on the stability of traditions underscored by Noyes (2009) contributes to the strengthening of Sámi culture and identity. Traditionalisation has implications for identity management, and engaging in traditional Sámi practices means engaging with core cultural values (cf. Jackson 2008). Beyond ethnicity, knowledge of ‘traditions’ and skills in traditional practices are essential to the recognition of community membership. In addition, the official status of tradition (e.g., by UNESCO) entails the protection of practices on both national and international levels. Moreover, issues of ownership associated with a specific group are brought up when discussing the origin and genuineness of traditional practices. In other words, traditionalisation ensures the future of these practices and gives them stability.

The results presented here indicate that the process of identity management currently occurring in Sápmi follows certain tendencies and movements that can be observed elsewhere. For example, storytelling and food have been emphasised in previous research as cultural and/or regional traditions in various contexts (cf., for instance, Sobol 1999; Cruikshank 1998; Leitch 2003). Globalisation is another force that contributes to a global discourse that is not about homogenisation but is rather “a way of organizing heterogeneity” (Eriksen 2007: 10). Globalisation contributes to the processes of traditionalisation through the emphasis of uniqueness, and is a global discourse “that entails a great number of formal commonalities between ethnic groups struggling for recognition” (Eriksen 2007: 65). This emerges, for example, with the issues of “cultural heritage” and “shared customs” (ibid.). At the international level, globalisation is illustrated by UNESCO’s Convention for the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage. At the community level, the same efforts are enacted in the articulation of “the traditional”.
The context in which traditions are (re)defined is another essential element for understanding the underlying processes and forces of traditionalisation (cf. Anttonen 2005). An international discourse of cultural heritage provides authenticating strategies that can be applied on the local level. What today are considered valuable traditions in need of protection, or whose ownership is in debate, were perceived barely as forms of expressive culture or valuable traditions in Sápmi 100 years ago. The Sámi yoik, for instance, was a form of singing that was stigmatised and forbidden. Food is another tradition, the value of which has been acknowledged only recently. Through the framework of the UNESCO convention, cultural heritage has grown in importance and has become a strong argument for the revitalisation process. It legitimises a claim of authenticity and argues for the power of a cultural past.

**TRADITIONALISATION THROUGH INSTITUTIONALISATION: AUTHORITY AND AUTHORISATION**

The (re)definition of tradition(s) is significant for every cultural or ethnic group, but it might be even more essential for minority and indigenous people who have had to struggle to maintain their cultural traits through processes of assimilation by majority groups and governments. The meaning of the concept of tradition in indigenous contexts has been approached in previous research:

> Tradition has a liberating valence in many decolonizing, indigenous, and post-Soviet societies subjected to disruptive modernizing regimes and the stigma of backwardness. In reaction to a perceived detraditionalization, new regimes will institute ‘oral literature’ in the curriculum, undertake active revivals that bring about a charismatic and sometimes traumatic return of presumably repressed tradition, restructure legal systems according to ‘custom’, reconstruct epics as the basis of national unity, and once again set out to purify traditions of foreign influences, as if romantic nationalism had never been challenged. (Noyes 2009: 242)

Similarities with what Noyes observes here can be found in the contemporary Sámi context. Among the ‘new regimes’ are Sámi officials whose efforts to articulate the continuity of ‘traditional’ practices might endanger variations and heterogeneity. Traditionalisation is enacted through the institutionalisation of ‘traditional’ practices.

Through the process of institutionalisation, practices can be turned into objects; this process materialises aspects of culture and behaviour into commodities that can be protected and owned. As Noyes emphasises, tradition
can become “an object of veneration in its own right, a monument of cultural identity; its form, ‘protected’ from decay and corruption, becomes frozen in time” (Noyes 2009: 246–247).

The quest for tradition in indigenous contexts on the one hand, and the objectification of practices on the other hand, reveals a tension and a paradox between the vernacular and the institutional. The phenomenon identified by Noyes appears to be something that contemporary Sámi initiatives strive to challenge and counteract. Symbols of identities are articulated as practices based on specific enacted knowledge such as herding, sewing a gákti, or creating a piece of duodji.

While folk practices are empirically and practically based, they can evolve into symbols of identity within and outside a group, just as the gákti is more than just a piece of clothing today. On an institutional level, practices become the criteria for defining ethnic identity and issues of ownership (cf. Comaroff & Comaroff 2009; Kuutma 2006; Mathisen & Pertti 2000). As Consultant 3 observed, these criteria can also be heard in public discourses through statements about the way that a gákti is “supposed to be”. In practice, a strong attachment to tradition is a requirement for possible negotiations for renewal.

The political claims behind the use and labelling of traditions and traditional practices cannot be ignored. As mentioned above, contemporary Swedish minority politics emphasises the traditional in a broad sense. Expressive culture is a form of ‘otherness’ that is easy to tolerate in comparison to other differences, such as different religious beliefs and practices (Blommaert & Verschueren 1998). This is an aspect that minority groups have been eager to take advantage of, and in the Sámi case this has focused on culinary practices and handicrafts. Moreover, defining traditions and traditional practices is a way for a group to take control over the production of knowledge about their own history. Community-based traditionalisation can, therefore, constitute an empowerment strategy (cf. Servaes 1999; White 2004: 20).

The issue of empowerment needs to be understood in light of the identification of the agents and forces behind revitalisation. As Bronner (2011) points out, the examples of practices that are identified as “traditional” need to be understood in terms of authority and control:

These examples remind us of the negotiation inherent when traditions are enacted, including the questions of who dictates which traditions will be followed, how they will be followed, how traditions may be discouraged or even proscribed by external forces (i.e., authority), and how traditions are adapted by their participants (i.e., control). (Bronner 2011: 136)
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The network of driving forces behind the process of redefinition of the meaning of tradition is intricate. Although this study is based on websites produced by, or in collaboration with, Sámi officials and institutions, the dynamics of production are complex. Representatives of officials, the media, and private initiatives are interwoven in the articulation of the traditional that results in a coherent and concordant discourse (cf. Howard 2008).

The issue of authority stands in relation to the issue of responsibility and entitlement when we study the articulation of traditional practices. Noyes underscores the importance of responsibility in the transfer of tradition: “[R]esponsibility is assumed toward both past and future as personified in particular individuals. The receiver must respect, but the giver must let go” (Noyes 2009: 248). Previous research also reminds us of the distribution of responsibility. The question of who is entitled to tell a story, perform traditional practices, or convey traditional knowledge (cf. Briggs 1988; Shuman 2010) still needs to be further investigated in a Sámi context. The role of the media and politicians appears central, for instance, for the implementation of the North Sámi term árbediehtu (traditional knowledge), a term that has recently been actualised by the Sámi Parliament (Sametinget 2010).

A DOUBLE-EDGED PROCESS

The approach to the concept of ‘tradition’ in Sámi contemporary discourse that has been described in this work allows us to identify some of the processes and forces involved in deciding which practices are labelled as traditions. This study indicates that a quest for tradition is in negotiation with the heterogeneity of Sámi identities and that this is reinforced and enacted by globalisation processes.

The selected data in this study were produced by Sámi institutions and officials, but the ‘traditional’ practices that these discourses refer to are vernacular in their origin. The emergence of such expressions through official conduits contributes to traditionalisation by reinforcing the authoritative quality of ‘tradition’.

In the examples discussed in this article, Sámi self-representation delivers a one-sided picture, whereas the variation in duodji and traditional knowledge is infinite. My call for cautiousness when approaching representations of traditions does not question the importance of these elements for Sámi culture through time, nor does it question their significance today. Instead, such an approach encourages reflection upon changes to the nature of their importance.
in relation to contemporary social and political contexts and bears in mind the possibilities for exclusion in the processes discussed above.

Based on these contemporary Sámi examples and on a discussion of the explicit goals and implicit consequences of traditionalisation, this study shows how the labelling of practices as ‘tradition’ acts on two levels. First, it acts by including, i.e., it creates a sense of belonging to a community. However, the second way of acting is exclusionary, i.e., the process dictates the normative aspect of ‘tradition’. It creates not only an insider/outsider dichotomy, but also a boundary between those in the community who possess knowledge of the practices and those who do not. Thus, traditionalisation is a double-edged process. Due to the normative implications of the concept of tradition, attempts to contribute to cultural production and revitalisation might, in fact, counteract the same efforts.

By examining the emic applications of the concept, this study emphasises the processual and consequential aspects of ‘tradition’. It problematises explicit practices and discusses implicit factors behind traditionalisation within the specific case of the Sámi in Sweden in a contemporary context. Similar issues are under debate in other minority and indigenous communities, and my hope is to contribute with this study to a critical understanding of the applications and effects of traditionalisation.

NOTES

1 In the Swedish Sámi Parliament act, “Sámi” refers to an individual who has or has had Sámi as the language at home, or who has or has had a parent, grandparent, or great-grandparent who had Sámi as the language at home (Sámi Parliament Act 1992: 1433). Equivalent definitions have been enacted in Norwegian and Finnish legislations.

2 The survey, distributed electronically among users of Sámi-produced websites, asked about expectations and experiences in relation to explicit goals expressed in minority politics, such as visibility, identity, representation, and transmission of traditions. Regarding the main expectations that the users of Sámi websites have for sites for children, 39% (the highest percentage) chose the option “to convey culture and traditions” followed by “entertainment” and “language acquisition”, both with 26.8% of the respondents. Another question in the survey asked the users to evaluate to what degree the websites succeeded in their explicit goals. To the statement that the Sámi websites succeeded in “conveying Sámi traditions”, 69.8% selected the options “to some extent” or “to a lesser extent”. The high number of skeptical answers to this question indicates that the Internet’s ability to contribute to the continuity of traditions has yet to be proven. The survey was conducted in February and March of 2011.
Interviews were conducted in order to include the perspective of content producers and cultural workers. The main focus was not on “the traditional”, but the topic came up in discussion in six of the interviews. Although this sample might be too small for valid conclusions, it provides us with valuable comments from members of the Sámi community.

The term “consultant” (cf. Peoples & Bailey 2011: 102) emphasises the reciprocity of the relationship between the researcher and the interviewee.

Author’s translation (from Swedish).

The selected websites are in Swedish, North Sámi, and Lule Sámi.


E.g., Bevarande av det samiska kulturarvet, Ájtte 2008, Duoddaris 24.


The majority of students at Sámi language courses are of Sámi origin. However, a more precise estimation about the web visitors would require more extensive user data.


Author’s translation.


Author’s translation. For more information about the project in English, see http://www.renlycka.se/renlycka_pres_eng_utskr.pdf, last accessed on January 27, 2014.


For further information about the programme, see http://www.jokkmokksmarknad.se/, last accessed on January 27, 2014.

National programme on local and traditional knowledge concerning the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity.

UNESCO Convention for the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage.
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